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Abstract
Mostmodels of agents andmulti-agent systems include information about
possible states of the system (that defines relations between states and
and their external characteristics), and information about relationships
between states. Qualitativemodels of this kind assign no numerical mea-
sures to these relationships. At the same time, quantitative models assume
that the relationships are measurable, and provide numerical informa-
tion about the degrees of relations. In this paper, we explore the analo-
gies between somequalitative andquantitativemodels of agents/processes,
especially those between transition systems andMarkovianmodels.
Typical analysis of Markovian models of processes refers only to the ex-
pected utility that can be obtained by the process. On the other hand,
modal logic offers a systematic approach to describing phenomena by
combining various modal operators. Here, we try to exploit linguistic
features, offered bypropositionalmodal logic, for analysis ofMarkov chains
and Markov decision processes. To this end, we propose Markov tempo-
ral logic MTL– a multi-valued logic that extends the branching time logic
CTL*.
1 Introduction
There are many different models of agents and multi-agent systems; how-
ever, most of them follow a similar pattern. First of all, they include infor-
mation about possible situations (states of the system) that defines relations
between states and and their external characteristics (essentially, “facts of
life” that hold in these states). Second, they provide information about rela-
tionships between states (e.g, possible transitions between states).
Models that share this structure can be, roughly speaking, divided into
two classes. Qualitative models provide no numerical measures for these rela-
tionships. Examples include automata, labeled and unlabeled transition sys-
tems, epistemicmodels (and combinations of these), flowcharts, data and/or
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control flow diagrams etc. They are widely used as basic models of compu-
tational systems, in semantics of programming languages (including agent-
oriented languages), and in specification and verification of systems. Quali-
tativemodels seemespecially suited for domains inwhichquantitative infor-
mation cannot be reliably obtained nor assumed. In agent systems they are
also used tomodel situations in which the goal of an agent (group of agents,
the whole system) is not to maximize a measurable output, but rather to
achieve a state that matches certain characteristics (specified e.g. by means
of a logical formula).
Quantitative models assume that relationships aremeasurable, and provide
numerical information about the degrees of relations. For transition rela-
tions between states, the degrees are usually given in the form of probabil-
ities. For “qualities” of particular states, one often talks about rewards or
utilities. Among other things, this allows to construct a ranking of states
and/or actions, and support decision making. Quantitative representations
are used in stochastic modeling (Markov chains), decision theory and re-
inforcement learning (Markov decision processes), game theory (strategic
and extensive game forms) etc. The relationship between models and con-
cepts of game theory and modal logic has been already studied in several
places [21, 5, 36]. In this paper, we explore the analogies between transi-
tion systems and Markovian models in order to provide a more expressive
language for reasoning about, and specification of agents in stochastic envi-
ronments.
Analysis of quantitative process models is usually based on the notion of
expected reward. However, there are other meaningful properties of a pro-
cess that may be interesting to study – for example, the minimal and max-
imal reward that can be obtained. Of course, one can address these (and
many more) characteristics in the general mathematical language of deci-
sion theory and/or game theory. Still, these theories use expressions of higher
order logic, which goes too far inmany cases. Propositionalmodal logic pro-
vides an intuitive language inwhichmanyphenomena can be described and
studied in a systematic way. On one hand, the language is limited so that it
enforces self-discipline when using it; also, the complexity of related com-
putational problems is relatively low. On the other hand, it is expressive
enough to enable specification of many important properties. In this pa-
per, we propose to use the same methodology in order to study quantitative
properties of systems and processes. Apart from the expected cumulative re-
ward, there are other features of Markov chains and Markov decision pro-
cesses which might be interesting. Markov temporal logic for Markov chains,
introduced in Section 4, is our first step in this direction. We also briefly con-
sider two extensions of the logic: first, for Markov decision processes (where
a single decision maker is present); next, for multi-agent Markov decision
processes (in whichmany agents can play simultaneously).
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1.1 RelatedWork
The related work includes research on multi-valued logics, especially fuzzy
logics [39, 18, 25], probabilistic logics [31, 32], and multi-valued modal log-
ics [16, 13, 26]. Of the latter, [26] is particularly relevant, as it defines amulti-
valued version of the branching-time logic CTL*, with propositions and ac-
cessibility relations taking values from a finite quasi-Boolean algebra. Still,
the approach of [26] is too abstract to give an account of quantitative analy-
sis of processes (e.g., by operators that compute the expected and/or average
truth value along a given path).
Logics of probability [4, 35, 19] are also related to the phenomenawe study
here. Important examples of such logics are twoprobabilistic variants of CTL:
PCTL [20] for real time, and pCTL* [3] for discrete time; both allow to express
probability bounds for a specifiedbehavior. However, logics of probability do
not use the machinery of multi-valued logics. More importantly, like proba-
bilistic logics, they focus on the probabilities of events (e.g., behaviors), and
it is often hard to attribute an intuitive meaning to combinations (or pat-
terns) of different probability values. In contrast, wewill argue in Section 2.3
that combining utilities has a very natural commonsense interpretation.
Our work comes very close to [10, 11], where the “Discounted CTL” (DCTL)
is proposed. In fact, ourMarkov temporal logic directly extends the ideas be-
hind DCTL; amore detailed comparison is presented in Section 6. The variant
of multi-valued CTL from [27], where the domain of truth values can be any
c-semiring (rather than simply the interval [0, 1] of real numbers), is also rel-
evant. While it does not address quantitative analysis of processes directly,
the choice of c-semirings makes such analysis possible (at least in principle).
Itmay be interesting to consider a similar generalization of our framework in
the future.
2 LookingforAnalogies: theQuantitativeand
Qualitative Tradition
We begin with drawing some analogies between the quantitative and quali-
tative approaches to computational systems. In particular, we are interested
in exploiting the similarities between Markovian models of processes and
transition systems.
2.1 Quantitative vs. QualitativeModels of Processes
The simplest Markovian models are Markov chains [29, 24, 17]. A Markov
chain (MC) is a discrete-time stochastic process with the Markov property.
That is, it consists of a countable set of states, and a probabilistic transition
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Figure 1: (A) Markov chain. (B) Unlabeled transition system
relation between states. The Markov property requires that the next state
of the system depends only on the present state and possibly the present
action(s), but it does not directly depend on the past states of the system.
Reward/utility values are usually missing in Markov chains, but we include
them for compatibility with Markov decision processes. A formal definition
is given in Section 3.2.
An example Markov chain is depicted in Figure 1, together with an unla-
beled transition system. It is easy to see the similarities. First, states in the
Markov chain are assigned real reward values R, and states in the transition
system are assigned truth values of atomic propositions p, q, . . . . Moreover,
both kinds of structures include a set of states and a (single) binary transition
relation on states; however, in the MC, tuples of the relation are annotated
with transition probabilities.
Markov decision processes [7, 6, 23, 33] can be seen as an extension of
Markov chains, where several actions are available in each state. A Markov
decision process (MDP) models a decision-making agent in a stochastic envi-
ronment. We observe that Markov decision processes are very much like la-
beled transition systems. In both cases, the action-transition structure can
be modeled by a number of binary relations on states (one relation per ac-
tion), although the elements of relations in MDP are annotated with proba-
bility values (cf. Figure 2). Note that, by fixing the agent’s policy in advance,
we “instantiate” a Markov decision process to a Markov chain in the same
way as labeled transition systems “instantiate” to unlabeled ones. For in-
stance, if we assume that the agent always chooses actionα, then theMarkov
decision process in Figure 2A reduces to the Markov chain from Figure 1A,
and the labeled transition system in Figure 2B reduces to the unlabeled tran-
sition system from Figure 1B.
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Figure 2: (A) Markov decision process. (B) Labeled transition system
Markov decision process have been “upgraded” to the multi-agent case in
several ways (and, in fact, there are also various extensions of transition sys-
tems forMAS – depending onwhether we assume synchrony or asynchrony,
perfect or imperfect information, turn-based or possibly simultaneous play
etc.). Here, we only observe the similarity between multi-agent Markov de-
cision processes (MMDP) from [8] and concurrent game structures from [2].
In both cases, the “upgrade” has been done by defining a set of agents, and
labeling transitions with tuples of actions, one action per agent. This corre-
sponds to all agents acting simultaneously: the transition to the next state is
a result of the combination of actions being played now.
2.2 Quantitative vs. Qualitative Descriptions
The tradition of decision theory and reinforcement learning puts forward
the quantitative notion of expected utility which represents the average of
“whatwe can get” for all possible executions of the process. At the same time,
logical approaches are usually concerned with “limit properties” like the ex-
istence of an execution that displays a specific temporal pattern. In that case,
we can state that such an execution exists, or that the pattern is universally
displayed by all executions, but we cannot address the middle ground be-
tween these two extremes (e.g., what is the ratio of such executions etc.).
In consequence, logical frameworks are not very well suited to coping with
process models that involve probabilities: the existence of a particular kind
of execution may be of little interest if this kind of execution is unlikely to
happen; on the other hand, if all the possible behaviors of a real-life process
satisfy some property, then the property is usually trivial. It does not mean,
however, that these “limit properties” are irrelevant: in some cases we do
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want to e.g. make sure that there is no path violating an important security
property. The point we are trying to make in this paper is that both kinds of
properties are interesting and worth using to describe processes.
One of the nicer features of temporal logics – especially branching-time
logics like CTL and CTL* – is that they offer a systematic approach in which
properties of particular paths (executions) are distinguished from the prop-
erties of sets of paths (e.g., the set of all executions of a process). The first
kind of properties is facilitated by temporal operators like “always” (2), “even-
tually” (3), “next” ( h) etc. The second kind is based on path quantifiers like
“for all paths” (A) and “there is a path” (E). Both kinds of operators can be
combined: e.g., E2safe says “there is a path such that the system is always in
a safe state”. The same approach can be employed within the quantitative
framework. For instance, besides the expected value of cumulative future re-
ward, we can ask of the maximal (or minimal) cumulative reward. Or, we
might be concerned with the expected value of minimal guaranteed reward
etc.
The above examples show how “limit properties” (captured by operators
of temporal logic) can be combined with “mean properties” of a process (ex-
pected value, cumulative or average reward) in a meaningful way. We pro-
pose a precise semantics for such combinations (and a semantics of inter-
play between qualitative and quantitative properties) in Section 4. But first,
we observe that operators of classical and temporal logic have a very intuitive
quantitative interpretation as maximizers andminimizers of truth values.
2.3 Logical Operators asMinimizers andMaximizers
Note that – when truth values represent the utility of an agent – temporal
operators “sometime” and “always” have a very natural interpretation. First,
“sometime p” (3p) can be rephrased as “p is achievable in the future”. Under
the assumption that agents want to obtain as much utility as possible, it is
natural to view the operator as maximizing the utility value along a given
temporal path. Similarly, “always p” (2p) can be rephrased as “p is guaran-
teed from now on”. In other words, 2p asks for the minimal value of p on
the path. On a more general level, every universal quantifier is essentially a
minimizer of truth values, while existential quantifiers can be seen as maxi-
mizers. Thus,Aγ (“for all paths γ”)minimizes the utility specified by γ across
all paths that can occur, etc. Also, conjunction and disjunction can be seen
as a minimizer and amaximizer: ϕ ∨ ψ reads easily as “the utility that can be
achieved through ϕ or ψ”, while ϕ ∧ ψ reads as “utility guaranteed by both ϕ
and ψ”.
Of course, the idea of defining semantics of conjunction and disjunction
through functionsmin andmax, respectively, is not new: the same semantic
approach is used e.g. in fuzzy logic [39, 18, 25]. Also, interpreting quantifiers
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as outcomemaximization/minimizationoperators, can be traced back to the
game semantics of classical logic [22, 28].
3 Basic Models: Markov Chains and Markov
Decision Processes
Markov chains have been proposed to represent and study properties of pro-
cesses in which transitions can be described in terms of probabilities. In
particular, the processes are required to satisfy the Markov property that the
probability distribution for transitions in state q depends only on the state
(and thus it is independent from the past transitions that led to q). Thus,
the behavior of the system can be described by a collection of conditional
probabilities τ(q, q′) = pr(Next = q′ | Now = q).
Markov chains are often used for generation of semi-random sequences of
words, symbols or events (algorithms generating spam messages are a good
example here). For these applications, states of a system (chain) play mostly
a technical role, as we are mainly after the events being generated. However,
Markov chains can be also used to model and analyze existing processes (es-
pecially as parts ofMarkov decision processes, perhaps the most popular mod-
els of reinforcement learning). In that case, we are usually interested in prop-
erties of the states: either qualitative (i.e., some facts being true or false in dif-
ferent states of the process) or quantitative (representing utilities or rewards
that the process is expected to yield in particular states). Even more impor-
tantly, we are interested in how these (qualitative or quantitative) properties
accumulate as the system progresses in time.
3.1 Domain
A domainD = 〈U,>,⊥, u〉 consists of: (1) a set U ⊆ R of utility values (or sim-
ply utilities); (2) special values >,⊥ standing for the logical truth and falsity,
respectively; Uˆ = U ∪{>,⊥}will be called the extended utility set; and, finally,
(3) a complement function u : Uˆ → Uˆ . A domain should satisfy the following
conditions:
1. U ⊆ R;
2. The operations of addition andmultiplication have their typical prop-
erties on Uˆ , and Uˆ is closed under averaging, i.e., for every probability
distribution P over Uˆ (discrete or continuous),
∑
u∈Uˆ u P (u) ∈ Uˆ ;
3. U is closed under complement: if u ∈ U then u ∈ U ;
4. Complement reverts the classical truth values: > = ⊥ and⊥ = >;
5. > ≥ 0;
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6. ⊥ ≤ u and> ≥ u for all u ∈ Uˆ ;1
7. The complement is quasi-booleanwrtmax,min, i.e., for every u1, u2, u ∈
Uˆ : max(u1, u2) = min(u1, u2),min(u1, u2) = max(u1, u2), u1 ≤ u2 iff u2 ≤
u1, and u = u.
In the rest of the paper, we will assume that U = [0, 1],> = 1,⊥ = 0, u =
1 − u (unless explicitly stated otherwise). This closely resembles the setting
in [10, 11]. Admittedly, using 0 and 1 to represent “false” and “true” has a
long tradition in logic; there is also a tradition of using values between 0 and
1 in multi-valued logics.
Another meaningful example of a domain is U = (−1, 1), > = 1, ⊥ = −1,
and u = −u. It has some advantages over [0, 1] since it allows to explicitly rep-
resent both gains and losses rather than only bigger and smaller gains. Even
more importantly,U = (−1, 1) allows to distinguish the “zero gain” situation
from the classical truth value of “false”. This way, it is possible to distinguish
between a specification being (qualitatively) false and a specification yield-
ing a (quantitative) utility of 0. In more general terms, we have > /∈ U and
⊥ /∈ U , whichmakes a clear distinction between quantitative and qualitative
semantic values.
Perhaps the best solution in pragmatic terms would be to impose no re-
strictions on rewards, i.e. to assume U = R. In such case, the classical truth
values can be thought of as −∞,+∞. However, this leads to some problems
with defining the value of numerical expressions, andwe leave proper explo-
ration of this possibility for future work.
3.2 Markov Chains
Typically, a Markov chain is a directed graph with probabilistic transition
relation. In our definition, we include also a device for assigning states with
utilities and/or propositional values. This is done through utility fluentswhich
generalize atomic propositions frommodal logic.
Definition 1 (Markov chain) AMarkov chain over domainD = 〈U,>,⊥, u〉,
and a set of utility fluentsΠ is a tupleM = 〈St, τ, pi〉, where:
• St is a set of states (we will assume that the set is finite and nonempty
throughout the rest of the paper);
• τ : St × St → [0, 1] is a stochastic transition relation that assigns each
pair of states q1, q2 with a probability τ(q1, q2) that, if the system is in q1, it
will change its state to q2 in the next moment. For every q1 ∈ St, τ(q1, ·) is
assumed to be a probability distribution, i.e.
∑
q2∈St τ(q1, q2) = 1.
1 Note that this implies that max(u,>) = >, min(u,>) = u, min(u,⊥) = ⊥, and
max(u,⊥) = u for all u ∈ Uˆ .
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Figure 3: Markov chain for the genemodel
By abuse of notation, we will sometimes write τ(q) to denote the set of states
accessible in one step from q, i.e. {q′ | τ(q, q′) > 0}.
• pi : Π× St→ Uˆ is a valuation of utility fluents.
Consider the following extension of the “genemodel” example from [17].
Example 1 (Genemodel) Suppose that a trait in animals of a particular species
is governed by a pair of genes, each of whom may be of type G or g. Very often the
GG and Gg types are indistinguishable in appearance; we say that type G domi-
nates type g. Thus, an individual may have the dominant combination GG, re-
cessive combination gg, or hybrid combinationGg (which is genetically the same
as gG).
Mating of two animals produces an offspring that inherits one gene of the pair
from each parent, and the basic assumption of genetics is that these genes are se-
lected at random, independently of each other. Suppose that we breed animals by
starting with an individual of known genetic character and mate it with a hybrid.
We assume that there is at least one offspring. Then, at each round, a random
offspring is chosen and mated with a hybrid, and so on. Suppose also that a statis-
tical study of survival produced the following fitness function for individuals of the
species (in relation to genotype): f(GG) = 0.5, f(Gg) = 0.3, and f(gg) = 0.9 –
i.e., the individuals with recessive genes are the fittest, and hybrids are the least fit
of all. A Markov chain that models the process is shown in Figure 3.
A run inMarkov chainM is an infinite sequence of states q0q1 . . . such that
each qi+1 can follow qi with a non-zero probability, i.e., for every i = 0, 1, . . .
we have τ(qi, qi+1) > 0. We denote the set of all runs inM byRM . The set of
runs starting from state q is denoted byRM (q).2 Let λ = q0q1... be a run and
i ∈ N0. Then: λ[i] = qi denotes the ith position in λ; λ[i..j] = qi . . . qj denotes
the subpath of λ from position i to j; and λ[i..∞] = qiqi+1 . . . denotes the
infinite subpath of λ from position i on.
Finite prefixes of runs are calledhistories. HM = {h | h = λ[0..i] for some λ, i}
denotes the set of all histories inM ; and the set of histories starting from q
by HM (q). HkM (q) restricts the set further to the histories of length k. Note
2 If the model is clear from the context, the subscripts will be omitted.
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that each history h can be uniquely identifiedwith the set of runs that “com-
plete” it. By a slight abuse of notation, we will also use h to denote the set,
and HM (q) to denote all such subsets of RM (q). Finally, by λ(h) we denote
an arbitrary infinite continuation of h (e.g., the run completing h which is
minimal wrt to alphabetical ordering of runs).
3.3 MarkovDecision Processes
Markovdecisionprocesses extendMarkov chainswith an explicit action struc-
ture: transitions are now connected to actions that generate them.
Definition 2 (Markov decision process) AMarkovdecisionprocess over
domainD = 〈U,>,⊥, u〉, and a set of utility fluentsΠ is a tupleM = 〈St,Act, τ, pi〉,
where: St, pi are like in a Markov chain,Act is a nonempty finite set of actions, and
τ : St×Act× St→ [0, 1] is a stochastic transition relation; τ(q1, α, q2) defines the
probability that, if the system is in q1 and the agent executes α, the next state will
be q2. For every q ∈ St, α ∈ Act, we assume that either (1) τ(q, α, q′) = 0 for all q′
(i.e., α is not enabled in q), or (2) τ(q, α, ·) is a probability distribution.
Additionally, we define act(q) = {α ∈ Act | ∃q′.τ(q, α, q′) > 0} as the set of en-
abled actions in q.
A policy is a conditional plan that specifies future actions of the decision-
making agent. Policies can be stochastic as well, thus allowing for random-
ness in the agent’s play.
Definition 3 Apolicy (or strategy) in aMarkov decision processM = 〈St,Act, τ, pi〉
is a function s : States × Act → [0, 1] that assigns each state q with a probabil-
ity distribution over the enabled actions act(q). That is, s(q, α) ∈ [0, 1] for all
q ∈ St, α ∈ act(q), and∑α∈act(q) s(q, α) = 1. Values of s(q, α) for α /∈ act(q) are
irrelevant.
Policy s is deterministic (or pure) iff for each state q it specifies a single action α
(i.e., s(q, α) = 1, and s(q, α′) = 0 for all the other α′). By abuse of notation, we will
sometimes write s(q) = α instead of s(q, α) = 1 for pure policies.
The set of all policies inM is denoted by ΣM . The set of all pure policies inM is
denoted by σM .
Note that, if the agent’s policy is fixed, a Markov decision process reduces
to aMarkov chain.
Definition 4 Policy s : States×Act→ [0, 1] instantiatesMDPM = 〈St,Act, τ, pi〉
to a Markov chainM † s = 〈St′, τ ′, pi′〉 with St′ = St, pi′ = pi, and τ ′(q, q′) =∑
α∈act(q) s(q, α) τ(q, α, q
′).
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Figure 4: Markov decision process that allows for various mating policies
Example 2 (Genemodel ctd.) An extension of the “genemodel”Markov chain
from Example 1 is shown in Figure 4. Now, it is possible to mate the offspring with
an animal that has dominant genes (action d), recessive genes (action r), or hybrid
genes (action h). Note that the pure policy s(GG) = s(Gg) = s(gg) = h instanti-
ates the MDP to the Markov chain from Figure 3.
Another example of instantiating Markov decision processes is shown in
Figure 6.
Markov decision processes have been further extended to include imper-
fect information of the decisionmaker (POMDP: Partially ObservableMarkov
Decision Processes [12]), and information about other agents acting in the
same environment (MMDP: multi-agent Markov decision processes [8]). Ex-
tensions that handle both partial observability and multi-agent interplay
were also considered [38].
4 MTL0: A Logic ofMarkov Chains
In this section we present our first take on Markov Temporal Logic (MTL), a
logic that allows for flexible reasoning about outcomes of agents acting in
stochastic environments. The core of the logic is called MTL0, and addresses
outcomes of Markov chains. Intuitively, MTL0 is a quantitative analogue of
the branching-time logic CTL* [15, 14]; we will formalize (and prove) this
claim later, in Section 4.4.
Operators of MTL0 include path quantifiers E,A,M for the maximal, mini-
mal, and average outcome of a set of temporal paths, respectively, and tem-
poral operators3,2,m for theminimal,maximal, and average outcomealong
a given path.3 Propositional operators follow the same pattern. Besides ∨,∧
for maximization and minimization of outcomes obtained from different
utility channels or related todifferent goals, weuse (after [10, 11]) the “weighted
3 The temporal operators will allow to discount future outcomes with a discount factor c.
Also, we will introduce the “until” operator U , which is more general than3.
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average” operator⊕ whichwill prove useful whenwe formulate e.g. fixpoint
properties of temporal operators with discount.
One of the novel contributions in our approach is the introduction of “de-
fuzzification” operator4. ϕ1 4 ϕ2 yields “true” if the outcome of ϕ1 is less or
equal to ϕ2, and “false” otherwise. This provides a neat two-valued interface
to the logic. Among other advantages, it allows to define the classical com-
putational problems of validity, satisfiability andmodel checking for MTL.
Note that4 can be seen as a kind of “crisp”material implication. Onemay
also consider various forms of fuzzy implication (e.g., the one derived from
ϕ1 → ϕ2 ≡ ¬ϕ1 ∨ϕ2), but we are not sure if they are really useful (and if so, in
which context).
4.1 Syntax of MTL0
The syntax of MTL0 (parameterized by a set of utility fluents Π) is defined as
follows:
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ⊕c ϕ | ϕ 4 ϕ | Eγ | Mγ,
γ ::= ϕ | ¬γ | γ ∧ γ | hc γ | 2cγ | γ Uc γ | mcγ.
where p ∈ Π is a utility fluent, and c ∈ (0, 1] is a discount factor. We will use
the symbol Lstate(Π) to denote the set of “state formulae” ϕ (i.e., the set of
proper formulae ofMTL0), andLpath(Π) to denote the set of “path formulae”
γ.
Additionally, we define the Boolean constants T,F (standing for “true”
and “false”), disjunction, and the “sometime” temporal operator 3 as be-
low. Except for T, all of them are just standard definitions that can be found
in any textbook on temporal logic. We will show in Section 4.2 that their
semantics corresponds to our intuition also in this setting.
• T ≡ p 4 p,
• F ≡ ¬T,
• ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ≡ ¬(¬ϕ1 ∧ ¬ϕ2),
• Aγ ≡ ¬E¬γ,
• γ1 ∨ γ2 ≡ ¬(¬γ1 ∧ ¬γ2),
• 3cγ ≡ TUc γ,
• ϕ1 ∼= ϕ2 ≡ (ϕ1 4 ϕ2) ∧ (ϕ2 4 ϕ1).
We may also use the following shorthands for discount-free versions of
temporal operators: h≡ h1 ,3 ≡ 31,2 ≡ 21, U ≡ U1 .
Example 3 The following MTL0 formulae define some interesting characteristics
of the breeding process from Example 1: Mm0.9f (expected average fitness with time
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discount 0.9), Am0.9f (guaranteed average fitness with the same discount factor),
M2f (expected minimal future fitness), and A3f (guaranteed maximal fitness).
Note that the syntax of MTL0 extends that of branching-time logic CTL*,
where only operatorsA,E, h,2,3, U , and theBoolean connectives are used.
4.2 Semantics of MTL0
Themain idea behind MTL0 is to treat formulae in a sufficiently general way,
so that they can represent both quantitative utilities and qualitative truth
values referring to somethingwhich is completely true or false (like a task that
has been completely achieved). On a basic level, thismade us define proposi-
tional valuations to yield values from Uˆ . In consequence, a propositional let-
ter pmay refer to a distribution of rewards for a particular task among states
of a model; it can also deem some states as ones in which the task is com-
pletely achieved or ones in which the task has been failed. Besides advan-
tages in terms of modeling, this allows to freely mix qualitative and quan-
titative properties, which (hopefully) makes the resulting semantics elegant
and powerful. Thus, we are going to treat complex formulae as fluents, just
like the atomic utility fluents from Π, through a valuation function that as-
signs formulae with extended utility values from Uˆ .
LetM = 〈St, τ, pi〉 be a Markov chain over domain D = 〈U,>,⊥, u〉 and a
set of utility fluentsΠ. The truth value of formulae inM is determined by the
valuation function [·] : (St×Lstate(Π))∪(R×Lpath(Π))→ Uˆ , defined below.
We will omitM in [·]M,q, [·]M,λ when themodel is clear from the context.
• [p]q = pi(p, q), for p ∈ Π;
• [¬ϕ]q = [ϕ]q;
• [ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2]q = min([ϕ1]q, [ϕ2]q);
• [ϕ1 ⊕c ϕ2]q = (1−c)·[ϕ1]q+c·[ϕ2]q. Note thatϕ1⊕cϕ2 isnot commutative,
unless c = 0.5;
• [ϕ1 4 ϕ2]q = > if [ϕ1]q ≤ [ϕ2]q and⊥ otherwise. That is,4 “defuzzifies”
formulae in the sense that it alsways yields a classical truth value > or
⊥. Note also that 4 can be seen as a kind of material implication for
multi-valued sentences;
• [ϕ]M,λ = [ϕ]M,λ[0];
• [¬γ]λ = [γ]λ;
• [γ1 ∧ γ2]λ = min([γ1]λ, [γ2]λ);
• [ hc γ]λ = c · [γ]λ[1..∞];
• [2cγ]M,λ = infi=0,1,...{ci[γ]M,λ[i..∞]}: the “always” operator minimizes
utility along λ;
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• [γ1 Uc γ2]λ = supi=0,1,...
{
min( min0≤j<i{cj [γ1]λ[j..∞]}, ci[γ2]λ[i..∞])
}
;
• The Markovian temporal operatormc produces the average discounted
reward along the given run, which is in fact the cumulative discounted
reward normalized with 1− c:
[mcγ]λ =
{
(1− c)∑∞i=0 ci[γ]λ[i...∞] if c < 1
limi→∞ 1i+1
∑i
j=0[γ]λ[i...∞] if c = 1
• [Eγ]q = supλ∈R(q){[γ]λ}: the existential path quantifier maximizes the
utility across paths starting from q;
• The Markovian path quantifier Mγ produces the expected truth value
γ across all the possible runs (from now on). GivenM, q, we first define
the probability space 〈R(q),H(q), pr〉 induced by the next-state transi-
tion probabilities τ (cf. also [10, 24, 37]). In this space, elementary
outcomes are runs from R(q), events are sets of runs that share the
same finite prefix (i.e., ones from H(q)), and the probability measure
pr : H(q) → [0, 1] is defined as pr(q0 . . . q1) = τ(q0, q1) · . . . · τ(qi−1, qi).
Then, we use the valuation of γ as the random variable; the truth value
ofMγ is defined as its expected value:
[Mγ]q = E[γ] =
∫
R(q)
[γ]λpr(λ)dλ = lim
k→∞
∑
h∈Hk(q)
[γ]λ(h)pr(λ(h))
= lim
k→∞
∑
h∈Hk(q)
[γ]λ(h)τ(h[0], h[1]) · . . . · τ(h[k − 1], h[k]).
Example 4 Below, we present the valuations of the MTL0 formulae from Exam-
ple 3 for the breeding process from Figure 3. [Mm0.9f]GG = 0.484, [Mm0.9f]Gg =
0.480, and [Mm0.9f]gg = 0.554; i.e., the expected average fitness with time discount
0.9 is 0.484, 0.480, 0.554 if we start with dominant, hybrid, and recessive genes, re-
spectively. Moreover, [Am0.9f]GG = 0.32, [Am0.9f]Gg = 0.3, and [Am0.9f]gg = 0.36:
the guaranteed average fitness (with discount) is 0.32, 0.3, 0.36, respectively. Fi-
nally, the expected minimal undiscounted fitness [M2f]q = 0.3 for all states q,
and the guaranteed maximal fitness [A3f]q = 0.3 for all states q.
Proposition 1 We note that the derived operators have the following semantic
characteristics:
1. [T]M,q = > for everyM, q;
2. [F]M,q = ⊥ for everyM, q;
3. [ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2]M,q = max([ϕ1]M,q, [ϕ2]M,q);
4. [γ1 ∨ γ2]M,λ = max([γ1]M,λ, [γ2]M,λ). That is, disjunction is indeed a “truth
value maximizer” for both state and path formulae;
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5. [Aγ]M,q = infλ∈R(q){[γ]M,λ}: the universal path quantifier minimizes the
utility across paths starting from q;
6. [3cγ]M,λ = supi=0,1,...{ci[γ]M,λ[i..∞]}: the “sometime” operator maximizes
discounted utility along λ;
7. [ϕ1 ∼= ϕ2]M,q = > if [ϕ1]M,q = [ϕ2]M,q, and⊥ otherwise. That is,∼= captures
a very strong notion of equivalence between multi-valued sentences, namely
that both sentences have exactly the same truth value.
Proof. LetM be an arbitrary Markov chain.
1. [T]q = [p 4 p]q = >.
2. [F]q = > = ⊥.
3. [ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2]q = [¬(¬ϕ1 ∧ ¬ϕ2)]q = min([ϕ1]q, [ϕ2]q) = max([ϕ1]q, [ϕ2]q) by
the properties of quasi-boolean complement.
4. [γ1 ∨ γ2]λ = [¬(¬γ1 ∧ ¬γ2)]λ = min([γ1]λ, [γ2]λ) = max([γ1]λ, [γ2]λ).
5. [Aγ]q = [¬E¬γ]q = supλ∈R(q){[γ]λ} = infλ∈R(q){[γ]λ}.
6. [3cγ]λ = [TUc γ]λ = supi=0,1,...
{
min( min0≤j<i{cj>}, ci[γ2]λ[i..∞])
}
=
supi=0,1,...{min(ci−1>, ci[γ2]λ[i..∞])} = supi=0,1,...{ci[γ]λ[i..∞]}.
7. [ϕ1 ∼= ϕ2]M,q = min([ϕ1 4 ϕ2]M,q, [ϕ2 4 ϕ1]M,q) = > if [ϕ1]M,q ≤ [ϕ2]M,q
and [ϕ2]M,q ≤ [ϕ1]M,q, and⊥ otherwise.

The undiscounted versions of temporal operators “always” and “some-
time” have the usual relationship, but it does not transfer to the discounted
case. Moreover, discounted “always” is trivial for many domains.
Proposition 2
1. [2γ]M,λ = [¬3¬γ]M,λ,
2. [2cγ]M,λ = 0 if c < 1 and Uˆ ⊆ R+ ∪ {0}.
Proof. LetM be an arbitrary Markov chain, and λ a run inM .
1. [2cγ]λ = infi=0,1,...{ci[γ]λ[i..∞]}, and [¬3c¬γ]M,λ = supi=0,1,...{ci[γ]λ[i..∞]} =
infi=0,1,...{ci[γ]λ[i..∞]}. These two are equal if ciu = ciu, which is the case
for c = 1, but in general it does not hold.
2. We recall the assumption thatM has a finite number of states. Then,
there is a finite number of utility values from Uˆ that actually occur in
M (as values of pi). We take the maximal one and denote it by umax.
Since Uˆ ⊆ R+ ∪ {0}, we have that umax ∈ R+ ∪ {0}. It is easy to see that,
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for each state formula ϕ, the value of ϕ in any state q cannot be higher
than umax.
Now, [2cγ]λ = infi=0,1,...{ci[γ]λ[i..∞]} ≤ infi=0,1,...{ci supλ′∈R(λ[i])[γ]λ′} =
infi=0,1,...{ci[Eγ]λ[i]} ≤ infi=0,1,...{ciumax} = 0. But we have also that
[2cγ]λ ≥ 0, since all the utility values are non-negative. Thus, [2cγ]λ =
0.

4.3 Levels of Truth
Since every domainmust include adistinguished value for the classical (com-
plete) truth, validity of formulae can be defined in a straightforward way.
Definition 5 (Levels of validity) LetM be a Markov chain, q a state inM ,
and ϕ a formula of MTL0. Then:
• ϕ is true inM, q (writtenM, q |= ϕ) iff [ϕ]M,q = >.
• ϕ is valid inM (writtenM |= ϕ) iff it is true in every state ofM .
• ϕ is valid for Markov chains (written |= ϕ) iff it is valid in every Markov
chainM .
• Additionally, for path formulae γ, we can say that γ holds on run λ inMarkov
chainM (writtenM,λ |= γ) iff [γ]M,λ = >.
Example 5 LetM be the Markov chain from Figure 3 with additional utility flu-
ents 0.3, 0.32 and 0.36 such thatpi(0.3, q) = 0.3, pi(0.32, q) = 0.32, andpi(0.36, q) =
0.36 for all q ∈ St. Then, we have that M,GG |= Am0.9f ∼= 0.32, M,Gg |=
Am0.9f ∼= 0.3, and M, gg |= Am0.9f ∼= 0.36. Moreover, the following formula is
valid inM :M |= 0.3 4 Am0.9f ∧ Am0.9f 4 0.36.
Note that T is valid for Markov chains, while F is true in noM, q. Other
examples of validities are: A2γ ∼= A¬3¬γ, E2γ ∼= E¬3¬γ etc. (cf. Proposi-
tion 2.1).
Definition5 enables the traditional viewofMTL0 that identifies “the logic”
with the set of valid formulae of that logic. Moreover, it allows to define the
typical decision problems for MTL0 in a natural way:
• Given a formula ϕ, the validity problem asks if |= ϕ;
• Given a formula ϕ, the satisfiability problem asks if there areM, q such
thatM, q |= ϕ;
• Given amodelM , state q and formulaϕ, themodel checking problem asks
ifM, q |= ϕ (this variant is sometimes called localmodel checking). Al-
ternatively, one can use the definition adopted in [10, 11], where the
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output of model checking is the truth value [ϕ]M,q. For global model
checking, the input consists ofM and ϕ, and we ask for the exact set of
states such thatM, q |= ϕ.
An important corollary of Proposition 1.7 is that the notion of equiva-
lence defined by∼= is strong enough to make equivalent (sub)formulae com-
pletely interchangeable on all levels of validity.
Corollary 3 IfM, q |= ϕ1 ∼= ϕ2, and ψ′ is obtained from ψ through replacing an
occurrence of ϕ1 by ϕ2, thenM, q |= ψ iffM, q |= ψ′.
4.4 Transition Systems as Markov Chains. Correspon-
dence between MTL0 and CTL*
Markov chains can be seen as generalizations of transition systems, where
quantitative information is added via non-classical values of atomic state-
ments and probabilities of transitions. As action labels are absent in Markov
chains, these in fact generalize unlabeled transition systems (UTS). In this sec-
tion, we redefine UTS as a proper subclass of Markov chains, in which all the
fluents can accept only classical truth values.
Definition 6 LetM be a Markov chain. Formula ϕ is propositional inM iff it
can take only the values of>,⊥, i.e., [ϕ]M,q ∈ {>,⊥} for all q ∈ St.
Propositions have a simple characterization for Markov chains.
Proposition 4 LetM be a Markov chain and ϕ a formula of MTL0. Then ϕ is
propositional inM iff formula (ϕ ∼= F) ∨ (ϕ ∼= T) is valid inM .
Proof. Straightforward. 
An unlabeled transition system can be defined as a Markov chain with only
propositional fluents. We also require that the domain of the MC has more
than one element to make sure that the classical truth values >,⊥ are dis-
tinct in the model.4 This way, we obtain the class of models that are used
for qualitative branching-time logics, i.e. CTL and CTL*. Of course, when in-
terpreting formulae of CTL*, one must also ignore the probabilities that are
present inMarkov chains. The next two propositions show thatMTL0 strictly
generalizes CTL*.
Proposition 5 Let M be a transition system, q a state in M , and ϕ a (state)
formula of CTL*. Then,M, q |=
MTL0
ϕ iffM, q |=
CTL* ϕ.
Likewise, for every transition system M , path λ in M , and path formula γ of
CTL*, we have thatM,λ |=
MTL0
γ iffM,λ |=
CTL* γ.
4 Note that the requirement is important, as e.g. no CTL* formula ¬ϕwill hold if> = ⊥.
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The following lemma states that CTL* formulae take only classical truth
values in transition systems. We will need it to prove the case for negation.
Lemma 6 For every state formula ϕ of CTL*, every transition system M , and
every state q in M , it holds that [ϕ]M,q ∈ {>,⊥}. Likewise, for every path for-
mula γ of CTL*, every transition systemM , and every path λ inM , we have that
[γ]M,λ ∈ {>,⊥}.
Proof. Straightforward induction on the structure of ϕ/γ. 
Proof of Proposition 5. Structural induction on the structure of ϕ/γ.
Case ϕ ≡ p: M, q |=
MTL0
p iff [p]M,q = > iff pi(p, q) = > iffM, q |=CTL* p.
Case ϕ ≡ ¬ϕ′: M, q |=
MTL0
¬ϕ′ iff [¬ϕ′]M,q = > iff [ϕ′]M,q = > iff [ϕ′]M,q = > iff
[ϕ′]M,q = ⊥5 iff [ϕ′]M,q 6= >6 iffM, q 6|=MTL0 ϕ′ iff (by induction)M, q 6|=CTL*
ϕ′ iffM, q |=
CTL* ¬ϕ′.
Case ϕ ≡ ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2: M, q |=MTL0 ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 iff [ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2]M,q = > iff [ϕ1]M,q = >
and [ϕ2]M,q = > iffM, q |=MTL0 ϕ1 andM, q |=MTL0 ϕ2 iff (by induction)
M, q |=
CTL* ϕ1 andM, q |=CTL* ϕ2 iffM, q |=CTL* ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2.
Case ϕ ≡ Eγ: M, q |=
MTL0
Eγ iff [Eγ]M,q = > iff supλ∈R(q){[γ]M,λ} = > iff
∃λ∈R(q)[γ]M,λ = > iff ∃λ∈R(q)M,λ |=MTL0 γ iff (by induction) ∃λ∈R(q)M,λ |=CTL*
γ iffM, q |=
CTL* Eγ.
Cases γ ≡ ¬γ′, γ ≡ γ1 ∧ γ2: similar to the analogous state formulae.
Case γ ≡ hγ′: M,λ |=
MTL0
hγ′ iff [ hγ′]M,λ = > iff [γ′]M,λ[1..∞] = > iff
M,λ[1..∞] |=
MTL0
γ′ iff (by induction) M,λ[1..∞] |=
CTL* γ
′ iff M,λ |=
CTL*hγ′.
Cases γ ≡ 2γ′, γ ≡ γ1 U γ2: analogous.

Proposition 7 There is a transition systemM with states q, q′ which cannot be
distinguished by any CTL* formula, and can be distinguished by a formula ofMTL0.
Proof. Consider the transition system in Figure 5. Note that states q1, q2
are bisimilar under CTL* bisimulation, so the same CTL* properties hold in
both states (cf. e.g. [30]). On the other hand, we have that [Mmp]q1 = 0.5 =
[Em0.5p]q1 , and [Mmp]q2 = 0.1 6= 0.5 = [Em0.5p]q2 . Thus, for ϕ ≡ Mmp ∼=
Em0.5p, we have q1 |= ϕ and q2 6|= ϕ (and even q2 |= ¬ϕ). 
The above example shows – unsurprisingly – that a proper notionof bisim-
ulation for Markov chains must take into account transition probabilities.
5 [ϕ′]M,q = > implies [ϕ′]M,q = > implies [ϕ′]M,q = ⊥ implies [ϕ′]M,q = ⊥ implies
[ϕ′]M,q = >.
6 Left to right: by the requirement that>,⊥ are distinct; right to left: by Lemma 6.
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q1
p=0
q2
p=0
q3p=0
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.9
0.1
1.0
q4 p=1
Figure 5: MTL0 vs. CTL*: probabilities matter!
Remark 8 Note that, unlike in two-valued logic,M, q 6|= ϕ does not necessarily
imply that M, q |= ¬ϕ. The first requires only that [ϕ]M,q 6= >, while the latter
means that [ϕ]M,q = ⊥.
4.5 State-Based MTL0
“CTL without star” (or “vanilla” CTL [9]) is the most often used variant of
computation tree logic, mainly due to the complexity of its model check-
ing problem (linear with respect to the number of transitions in the model
and the length of the formula). The fact that its semantics can be defined
entirely in relation to states (rather than both states and runs) also plays a
role. “Vanilla” CTL can be seen as a syntactic restriction of CTL*, in which
every temporal modality is preceded by exactly one path quantifier. In this
section, we consider a similar syntactic restriction on MTL0; we call it state-
based MTL0.
Definition 7 State-basedMTL0 (sMTL0 in short) is given by the following gram-
mar (where p ∈ Π stands for utility fluents, and c ∈ (0, 1] for discount factors):
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ⊕c ϕ | ϕ 4 ϕ | Eγ | Aγ | Mγ,
γ ::= hc ϕ | 2cϕ | ϕUc ϕ | mcϕ.
So, the structure of a typical sMTL0 formula is as follows: first a pathquanti-
fier, then a temporal quantifier, and then a propositional formula or a nested
sMTL0 formula. As the truth value of the nested formula depends only of
the state of evaluation, it is easy to define the semantics of sMTL0 entirely in
terms of states, just like for “vanilla” CTL (giving one clause for each combi-
nation of a path and temporal modality). We leave this as an exercise for the
interested reader.
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Lemma 9 shows that E hc ϕ,A hc ϕ, andM hc ϕ implement the discounted
maximal, minimal, and expected value of ϕ in the next moment, respec-
tively. Proposition 10 presents fixpoint characterizations for most modali-
ties of sMTL0. The results from [10, 11] suggest that M2c and MUc do not
have fixpoint characterizations, but this remains to be formally proven.
Lemma 9 Let ϕ be a formula of sMTL0. Then:
1. [E hc ϕ]q = cmaxq′∈τ(q)[ϕ]q′ ;
2. [A hc ϕ]q = cminq′∈τ(q)[ϕ]q′ ;
3. [M hc ϕ]q = c∑q′∈τ(q) τ(q, q′)[ϕ]q′ .
Proof.
1. [E hc ϕ]q = supλ∈R(q){c[ϕ]λ[1]} = c supq′∈τ(q){[ϕ]q′}.
2. Analogous.
3. [M hc ϕ]q = limk→∞∑h∈Hk(q)[ hc ϕ]λ(h)pr(h) =
limk→∞
∑
h∈Hk(q) c[ϕ]h[1]pr(h) =
c limk→∞
∑
q′∈τ(q)
∑
h′∈Hk−1(q′)[ϕ]h[1]τ(h[0], h[1]) · ... · τ(h[k − 1], h[k]) =
c limk→∞
∑
q′∈τ(q)[ϕ]q′τ(q, q
′)
∑
h′∈Hk−1(q′) pr(h
′) = c
∑
q′∈τ(q)[ϕ]q′τ(q, q
′).

Proposition 10 The following formulae of sMTL0 are valid:
1. E2cϕ ∼= ϕ ∧ E hc E2cϕ;
2. A2cϕ ∼= ϕ ∧ A hc A2cϕ;
3. Eϕ1 Uc ϕ2 ∼= ϕ2 ∨ ϕ1 ∧ E hc Eϕ1 Uc ϕ2;
4. Aϕ1 Uc ϕ2 ∼= ϕ2 ∨ ϕ1 ∧ A hc Aϕ1 Uc ϕ2;
5. Emcϕ ∼= ϕ⊕c E hEmcϕ;
6. Amcϕ ∼= ϕ⊕c A hAmcϕ;
7. Mmcϕ ∼= ϕ⊕c M hMmcϕ.
In order to prove Proposition10,wewill need the following technical lemma.
Lemma 11 Let c be a constant and x a variable. Then:
1. supx{min(c, f(x))} = min(c, supx{f(x)}).
2. infx{max(c, f(x))} = max(c, infx{f(x)}).
Proof.
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1. supx{min(c, f(x))} = supx
{
c if c ≤ f(x)
f(x) else
}
=
{
c if c ≤ supx{f(x)}
supx{f(x)} else
}
= min(c, supx{f(x)}).
2. Analogous.

Proof of Proposition 10.
1. [E2cϕ]q = supλ∈R(q){infi=0,1,...{ci[ϕ]λ[i]}} =
supλ∈R(q){min(c0[ϕ]λ[0], infi=1,2,...{ci[ϕ]λ[i]})} =
supλ∈R(q){min([ϕ]q, c infi=0,1,...{ci[ϕ]λ[i−1]})} =
supq′∈τ(q) supλ′∈R(q′){min([ϕ]q, c infi=0,1,...{ci[ϕ]λ′[i]})} =
supq′∈τ(q){min([ϕ]q, c supλ′∈R(q′) infi=0,1,...{ci[ϕ]λ′[i]})} =
min([ϕ]q, supq′∈τ(q){c[E2cϕ]q′}) = min([ϕ]q, [E hc E2cϕ]q) =
[ϕ ∧ E hc E2cϕ]q.
2. Analogous.
3. [Eϕ1 Uc ϕ2]q = supλ∈R(q){supi=0,1,...{min(min0≤j<i{cj [ϕ1]λ[j]}, ci[ϕ2]λ[i])}} =
supλ∈R(q){max(min(min0≤j<0{cj [ϕ1]λ[j]}, c0[ϕ2]λ[0]),
supi=1,2,...{min(min0≤j<i{cj [ϕ1]λ[j]}, ci[ϕ2]λ[i])})} =
max([ϕ2]q, supλ∈R(q){supi=1,2,...{min(min0≤j<i{cj [ϕ1]λ[j]}, ci[ϕ2]λ[i])}}) =
max([ϕ2]q, supλ∈R(q){supi=0,1,...{min(min0≤j<i+1{cj [ϕ1]λ[j]}, ci+1[ϕ2]λ[i+1])}}) =
max([ϕ2]q, supλ∈R(q)
{supi=0,1,...{min(c0[ϕ1]λ[0],min1≤j<i+1{cj [ϕ1]λ[j]}, ci+1[ϕ2]λ[i+1])}}) =
max([ϕ2]q, supq′∈τ(q) supλ′∈R(q′)
{supi=0,1,...{min([ϕ1]q,min1≤j<i+1{cj [ϕ1]λ′[j−1]}, ci+1[ϕ2]λ′[i])}}) =
max([ϕ2]q,min([ϕ1]q, supq′∈τ(q) supλ′∈R(q′)
{supi=0,1,...{min(min0≤j<i{cj+1[ϕ1]λ′[j]}, ci+1[ϕ2]λ′[i])}})) =
max([ϕ2]q,min([ϕ1]q, c supq′∈τ(q) supλ′∈R(q′)
{supi=0,1,...{min(min0≤j<i{cj [ϕ1]λ′[j]}, ci[ϕ2]λ′[i])}})) =
max([ϕ2]q,min([ϕ1]q, c supq′∈τ(q){[Eϕ1 Uc ϕ2]q′})) =
max([ϕ2]q,min([ϕ1]q, [E hc Eϕ1 Uc ϕ2]q)) =
[ϕ2 ∨ ϕ1 ∧ E hc Eϕ1 Uc ϕ2]q.
4. Analogous.
5. Analogous to the proof of point 6.
6. (a) Case c < 1:
[Amcϕ]q = infλ∈R(q){(1− c)
∑∞
i=0 c
i[ϕ]λ[i]} =
infλ∈R(q){(1− c)c0[ϕ]λ[0] + (1− c)
∑∞
i=1 c
i[ϕ]λ[i]} =
(1− c)[ϕ]q + infq′∈τ(q) infλ′∈R(q′){(1− c)
∑∞
i=1 c
i[ϕ]λ′[i−1]} =
(1− c)[ϕ]q + c infq′∈τ(q) infλ′∈R(q′){(1− c)
∑∞
i=0 c
i[ϕ]λ′[i]} =
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(1− c)[ϕ]q + c infq′∈τ(q)[Amcϕ]q′ = (1− c)[ϕ]q + c[A hAmcϕ]q =
[ϕ⊕c A hAmcϕ]q;
(b) Case c = 1:
[Amϕ]q = infλ∈R(q){limi→∞ 1i+1
∑i
j=0[ϕ]λ[j]} =
infq′∈τ(q) infλ′∈R(q′){limi→∞( [ϕ]qi+1 + 1i+1
∑i
j=1[ϕ]λ′[j−1])} =
infq′∈τ(q) infλ′∈R(q′){limi→∞( 1i+1
∑i−1
j=0[ϕ]λ′[j])} =
infq′∈τ(q) infλ′∈R(q′){limi→∞( i+1i+2 1i+1
∑i
j=0[ϕ]λ′[j])} =
infq′∈τ(q){[Amϕ]q′} = [A hAmϕ]q.
7. (a) Case c < 1:
[Mmcϕ]q = limk→∞
∑
h∈Hk(q)[mcϕ]λ(h)pr(h) =
limk→∞
∑
h∈Hk(q)(1− c)
(∑∞
i=0 c
i[ϕ]λ(h)[i]
)
pr(h) =
limk→∞
∑
h∈Hk(q)(1− c)
(∑k
i=0 c
i[ϕ]h[i] +
∑∞
i=k+1 c
i[ϕ]λ(h)[i]
)
pr(h) =
limk→∞
∑
q′∈τ(q)
∑
h′∈Hk−1(q′)(1− c)(
c0[ϕ]q + c
∑k−1
i=0 c
i[ϕ]h′[i] + c
∑∞
i=k c
i[ϕ]λ(h′)[i]
)
τ(q, q′)pr(h′) =
limk→∞
∑
q′∈τ(q) τ(q, q
′)
(∑
h′∈Hk−1(q′)(1− c)[ϕ]qpr(h′) +
c(1− c)(∑h′∈Hk−1(q′)∑k−1i=0 ci[ϕ]h′[i] +∑∞i=k ci[ϕ]λ(h′)[i])pr(h′)) =
limk→∞
∑
q′∈τ(q) τ(q, q
′)
(
(1− c)[ϕ]q +
c
∑
h′∈Hk−1(q′)(1− c)
∑∞
i=0 c
i[ϕ]λ(h′)[i]pr(h′)
)
=∑
q′∈τ(q) τ(q, q
′)
(
(1− c)[ϕ]q + c[Mmcϕ]q′
)
=
(1− c)[ϕ]q
∑
q′∈τ(q) τ(q, q
′) + c
∑
q′∈τ(q) τ(q, q
′)[Mmcϕ]q′ =
(1− c)[ϕ]q + c[M h1Mmcϕ]q = [ϕ⊕c M hMmcϕ]q;
(b) Case c = 1:
[Mmϕ]q = limk→∞
∑
h∈Hk(q)[mϕ]λ(h)pr(h) =
limk→∞
∑
h∈Hk(q) limi→∞
1
i+1
∑i
j=0[ϕ]λ(h)[j]pr(h) =
limk→∞
∑
q′∈τ(q)
∑
h′∈Hk−1(q)
limi→∞(
[ϕ]q
i+1 + τ(q, q
′) 1i+1
∑i
j=1[ϕ]λ(h′)[j−1]pr(h
′)) =
limk→∞
∑
q′∈τ(q) τ(q, q
′)
∑
h′∈Hk−1(q) limi→∞
i+1
i+2
1
i+1
∑i
j=0[ϕ]λ(h′)[j]pr(h
′) =∑
q′∈τ(q) τ(q, q
′)[Mmϕ]q′ = [M hMmϕ]q.

Example 6 The characterizations enable computing the truth values ofmost sMTL0
formulae by solving sets of simple equations. For instance, the valuations of for-
mulaAm0.9f for statesGG,Gg, gg of the “genemodel”Markov chain can be derived
from the following equations: [Am0.9f]GG = 0.1 · 0.5 + 0.9min([Am0.9f]GG, [Am0.9f]Gg),[Am0.9f]Gg = 0.1 · 0.3 + 0.9min([Am0.9f]GG, [Am0.9f]Gg, [Am0.9f]gg),[Am0.9f]gg = 0.1 · 0.9 + 0.9min([Am0.9f]Gg, [Am0.9f]gg).
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5 MTL1: A Logic ofMarkovDecision Processes
The main aim of this paper is to offer a systematic study of temporal opera-
tors forMarkov chains; the studywas presented in the previous section. This
section briefly shows howMTL0 can be extended to strategic reasoning about
Markov decision processes. We propose to use an explicit strategic quanti-
fier 〈〈a〉〉 , similar to the cooperation modality from alternating-time temporal
logic ATL [1, 2]. The intuitivemeaning of 〈〈a〉〉ϕ is “themost that the decision
maker can make out of ϕ”. Note that there is always only one agent behind
an MDP, so putting his name (e.g., “a”) inside the operator is superfluous –
but it will make the framework easier to extend to the multi-agent case in
the future.
5.1 Syntax and Semantics of MTL1
The syntax of MTL1 is given by the following grammar:
ϑ ::= p | ¬ϑ | ϑ ∧ ϑ | ϑ⊕c ϑ | ϑ 4 ϑ | 〈〈a〉〉ϕ,
ϕ ::= ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ⊕c ϕ | Eγ | Mγ,
γ ::= ϑ | ¬γ | γ ∧ γ | hc γ | 2cγ | γ Uc γ | mcγ.
Note that a is just a fixed symbol and not a parameter of the strategic opera-
tor.
Let M = 〈St,Act, τ, pi〉 be a Markov decision process over domain D =
〈U,>,⊥, u〉 and a set of utility fluents Π. The truth value of formulae inM is
determined by the valuation function [·] that extends the valuation of MTL0
formulae from Section 4.2 as follows:
• [p]M,q = pi(p, q), for p ∈ Π;
• [¬ϑ]M,q = [ϑ]M,q;
• [ϑ1 ∧ ϑ2]M,q = min([ϑ1]q, [ϑ2]M,q);
• [ϑ1 ⊕c ϑ2]M,q = (1− c) · [ϑ1]M,q + c · [ϑ2]M,q;
• [ϑ1 4 ϑ2]M,q = > if [ϑ1]M,q ≤ [ϑ2]M,q and⊥ otherwise;
• [〈〈a〉〉ϕ]M,q = sups∈ΣM {[ϕ]M†s,q};
• [ϑ]M†s,λ = [ϑ]M,λ[0].
We use the same definitions of derived Boolean and temporal operators as
in Section 4.1. Additionally, we define ϑ1 ∼= ϑ2 ≡ ϑ1 4 ϑ2 ∧ ϑ2 4 ϑ1, and
[[a]]ϕ ≡ ¬〈〈a〉〉¬ϕ. The following proposition shows that [[a]]ϕ implements the
outcome of the worst possible policy with respect to ϕ.
Proposition 12 [[[a]]ϕ]M,q = infs∈ΣM{[ϕ]M†s,q}.
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Figure 6: (A) A simple deterministic labeled transition systemM; (B) Instan-
tiation ofM by pure strategy s1(q1) = α; (C) Instantiation ofM by pure strat-
egy s2(q1) = β; (D) Instantiation ofM by strategy s3(q1, α) = s3(q1, β) = 0.5.
Proof. [[[a]]ϕ]M,q = [〈〈a〉〉¬ϕ]M,q = sups∈ΣM{[ϕ]M†s,q} = infs∈ΣM{[ϕ]M†s,q}. 
Example 7 LetM be the “gene model” MDP from Figure 4. Then, we have e.g.
[〈〈a〉〉Mm0.9f]GG = 0.762, [〈〈a〉〉Mm0.9f]Gg = 0.791, and [〈〈a〉〉Mm0.9f]gg = 0.9. We
note that, in the course of computing the values, it turns out that using only individ-
uals with recessive genes for mating is the best policy when we want to maximize
the expected average fitness discounted with 0.9.
On the other hand, mating with hybrids proves best if we want tominimize the
expected average fitness (with discount 0.9) from state GG on; for initial states Gg
and gg, mating with dominant genes gives the worst expectancy, yielding the fol-
lowing values: [[[a]]Mm0.9f]GG = 0.484, [[[a]]Mm0.9f]Gg = 0.464, and [[[a]]Mm0.9f]gg =
0.507.
We observe that various levels of satisfaction and validity of MTL1 formu-
lae (and thus also the typical computational problems) can be defined anal-
ogously to Section 4.3.
The semantic definition od 〈〈a〉〉 refers to the set of all stochastic policiesΣ,
which suggests that looking for the best policy can be quite a complex task.
Is it possible to restrict the search to pure policies only? Unfortunately, it
turns out that it is not the case in general. However, we conjecture that an
analogous property should hold for the “state-based” fragment of MTL1.
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Proposition 13 Let ϑ ≡ 〈〈a〉〉ϕ be a formula of MTL1. Then, the following does
not hold: [〈〈a〉〉ϕ]M,q = sups∈σM{[ϕ]M†s,q}. It does not even hold for determin-
istic labeled transition systems, i.e., Markov decision processes where all transi-
tions have probability 1 and all utility fluents take only classical truth values>,⊥.
Proof. We use the MDP from Figure 6A and the formula ϑ ≡ (M hp ∧M h¬p)
as a counterexample. There are two available pure strategies: s(q1) = α and
s(q1) = β (the action at q2 is pre-determined); the instantiationsM † s1 and
M† s2 are shown in Figures 6B and 6C. For both resultingMarkov chains, we
have [M hp ∧M h¬p]M†s1,q1 = 0 and [M hp ∧M h¬p]M†s2,q1 = 0. In conse-
quence, sups∈σM{[ϕ]M†s,q} = 0.
Consider now the stochastic strategy s3(q1, α) = s3(q1, β) = 0.5 (cf. Fig-
ure 6D). It is easy to see that [M hp ∧M h¬p]M†s3,q1 = 0.5. Thus, [ϑ]M,q1 ≥
0.5, which cannot be obtained by any pure strategy. 
Conjecture 14 Let ϑ ≡ 〈〈a〉〉ϕ be a formula ofMTL1 in which every occurrence of
a temporal operator is immediately preceded by exactly one path quantifier, and ev-
ery occurrence of a path quantifier is immediately preceded by exactly one strategic
operator. Then: [〈〈a〉〉ϕ]M,q = sups∈σM{[ϕ]M†s,q}.
5.2 Beyond MDP: theMulti-Agent Case
In the more general case, a system can include multiple agents/processes,
interacting with each other. Here, we only briefly discuss how Markov tem-
poral logic can be extended to handle such interaction.
On the language level, we propose to extend the strategic operator 〈〈a〉〉 to a
family of operators 〈〈A〉〉 , parameterized with groups of agents A. Intuitively
〈〈A〉〉ϕ refers to how much agents A can “make out of” ϕ by following their
best joint policy. This would yield a language similar to the alternating-time
temporal logic ATL* from [2], albeit with strategic operators separated from
path quantifiers.
On the semantic level, multi-agent Markov decision processes [8] can be
used as models. The semantics 〈〈A〉〉ϕ should be of course based on the max-
imal value of ϕwith respect toA’s joint strategies. However, it is not entirely
clear how the other agents’ actions should be fixed in order to instantiate the
MMDP to a Markov chain. One option is to assume that the opponents play
a strategy that minimizes ϕ best. This way, operator 〈〈A〉〉 would correspond
to themaxmin of the two-player gamewhereA is the (collective)maximizer,
and the rest of agents fills in the role of the (collective) minimizer. Still, such
a semantics would entail a very strong assumption, namely that the oppo-
nents ofAmust also play onlymemoryless strategies.
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6 Comparison to DCTL (de Alfaro et al.)
Markov temporal logic (MTL), proposed in this paper, is inmany respects sim-
ilar to the “Discounted CTL” (DCTL) by de Alfaro and colleagues [10, 11]. This
section lists some differences between both logics.
1. In DCTL, the set of truth values is [0, 1]. We keep the choice more open:
it can be any continuous subset of R ∪ {−∞,+∞}.
2. MTL has more general syntax than DCTL: MTL0 extends CTL* and MTL1
extends the single-agent fragment of ATL*, while de Alfaro et al.’s DCTL
extends only the “vanilla” CTL (despite the fact that they extend their
valuation function to simple path formulae anyway).
3. E,A are true path quantifiers in our framework, in the sense that they
refer to “limit properties” of paths, like the existence of a path with a
particular (cumulative or average) utility. For aggregation of utilities
via expected value, we propose a separate path operatorM. In contrast,
[10, 11] propose a semantics in which both E,A are based on the ex-
pected reward. In consequence, neither universal nor existential quan-
tification on paths is expressible in DCTL for models with quantitative
transition relations. One peculiar consequence of such approach is
that the DCTL’s Eγ yields the same truth value as Aγ for all Markov
chains, which is not the case in our framework.
The reason lies probably in the fact that de Alfaro and colleagues im-
plicitly assume their path quantifiers to quantify over actions (or, more
generally, strategies), while we assume that they should quantify over
transitions (more generally, paths); if quantification over strategies is
needed, itmaybedone via separatemodalities like the 〈〈A〉〉 of alternating-
time logic ATL. Another consequence is that the semantics of path
quantifiers in [10, 11] is different for qualitative and quantitative mod-
els, which is not the case in our semantics.7
4. MTL includes the operator 4, which can serve both as a kind of crisp
material implication for fuzzy operands, and as a “defuzzification” op-
erator that maps quantitative characteristics to classical (qualitative)
descriptions.
5. The last feature allows us to define the notions of satisfaction and valid-
ity. Thus, standard problems like satisfiability and validity are properly
defined in our framework.
7 A technical remark: de Alfaro et al. call their qualitative models labeled transition systems,
but what they consider is in fact unlabeled transition systems, as the evolution of the system
is given by a single transition relation (i.e., there is no distinction between different actions or
choices, either explicit or implicit). Thus, there is a certain discrepancy between the ultimate
qualitative and quantitativemodels that they use: their transition systems are action-less, while
Markov decision processes do include actions.
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6. The “defuzzification” operator 4 enables to define strong equivalence
between formulae in the sense of equality between their truth values
(cf. the derived operator∼=). Thus, it is enough to add relevant constant
utility fluents (representing particular utility values) to model-check
statements like “the guaranteed average reward is at least 0.2” (0.5 4
Amreward) or “the expectedmaximal reward is exactly 0.5” (M3reward ∼=
0.5).
7. MTL includes the full “until” operator U , while DCTL includes only
“sometime” (3).
8. The “always” operator is discounted in a straightforwardwayhere. In [10,
11], it is discountedwith the complement of its discount factor in order
to maintain the standard relationship between “always” and “some-
time”.
9. We propose only the ordinary semantics for MTL (it is called the “path
semantics” in [10, 11]). We believe it is more appropriate to introduce
explicit fixpoint operators, rather than to define two different seman-
tics of the same formulae.
10. In contrast to [10, 11], we do not try to capture strategic properties of
the decision-making agent with temporal path quantifiers. Instead, we
propose to use an explicit strategic quantifier 〈〈a〉〉 .
In essence: we attempt at a more systematic exploration of linguistic fea-
tures that are offered by propositional modal logic for analysis of Markovian
models of agents.
7 Conclusions
Two kinds ofmodels are used inmulti-agent systems to represent and reason
about the behavior of agents/processes: quantitative andqualitative ones. In
this paper, we suggest that both traditions are complementary rather than
competitive. In fact, we believe that an integration of both approaches may
bring a really powerful framework for dealing with multi-agent systems. To
this, end, we proposeMarkov temporal logic MTL which can be seen as an ex-
tension of “Discounted CTL” from [11]. We show that the simplest version of
MTL (for Markov chains) strictly extends the branching-time logic CTL*, and
we discuss some fixpoint properties for a “state-based” subset of the logic.
Finally, we discuss how the basic logic can be extended to address strate-
gic abilities of agents in Markov decision processes, in a way similar to the
alternating-time temporal logic ATL*.
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